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Our new "logo" is seen for the first time and will be used on "official"

e0rregnOnd0W 89 we11 as the Newsletter.
Members are receiving with NL 26 the Index for 1eew,sletters 1 - 25. Our

thanks to Ron Ritehen who did the work on our behalf.

Response to the current survey (item 153) is included herein but 1'L26 All
not feature another survey. Others will appear in subsequent T'ewsletters.
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;chile not a postal
marking tic oval. stamp
illustrated bears the
same date (in manuscript)
as that of the Bramshott Camp

ccnceli atton . This indicates a

service provided by the YMCA between

the posting of the card and the application

N4 I^IAAIAA-t' "L

of the cancel at the Field Post Office. A couple of years are this marking was
noted for the first time and the abbreviation O.M.F.C. speculated upon. 1•' hat Was

.the meaning of the abbreviation? quite recently two different sources rrnrided

what seems to be the answer end one of these is illustrated by the Orderly Room

stamp dated about 3 months later. notice in both instances no Canadian postage

was added to these Items of military mail on their arrival In Canada. 'lave

trimmed the Illustrations to conserve space.
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156...REGIVA 1+11'0 1202

Three reports of this LIP0 now recorded and, per item

149, an illustration provided . On stamp only and

underinked so photocopy of proof added showing it to

be our type IA. A scarce one apparently used at 1120
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1^^.„'Y r. diun ArNd FOrcoo xir Letters w 19tl45 - eniielu^idr^
A most impressive :upplemcnt from member 1,11'ilf Vhhitehouse in 'ihich I:e poses a
number of nuestions, not outright perhaps, but implied. See his rUuGrupli 0

Concerning an U. checklist. In this connection 7;ilf and your scribe suggest
that Study Group members wishing a checklist send 50¢ (mint stamps ok) to cover
cost of posting and envelope. The checklist consists of 15 pages and at the
soon to be increased rate will require the above postage. It is considered

some readers will 'not be interested in punning Iffy iLL S f urther than heretof. Ore
presented. If sufficient interest Is shown in "follo,w:ing up" the AFAL checklist
then a 2URVEY will follow (perhaps !L25) in order to determine the number of

A4 LWuro Loll t,f Collectors, nowround it8mg, ahd oP course , some rarity factors
can be determined.
Our thanks again to 'VJilf for supplying the entire Air Letter series to the Study

rr oup membersHy.
Oh yes! A note, ,^:ith enclosure, to Treasurer Yen Ellison, RR1, Cyama, B.C., VOH
1F10 for the checklist.

15P...paldy '=uChcs, F.C.

;;ayne Curtis sends examples of postal markinos'from a civil post office which

opened 1.5 Tan l95 . ;should members supply any other details on ttiis post office

the same will he included in future t ensletters• MIS-SENT

FALCY HUGHES,A. C. 640425
t©
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159...ITO 1112 Esouimalt, B.C.

Another illusive item we promised to illustrate. A type 1B and we await a photo-

copy of a type 2A from this 1'F10.

Mr. V. C. Gordon,

640 Hastin s St. 1';est,

Vancouvo,, B. C.
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1939 1940
Oct 30 5 reports
Campbell

160...?fPO 'lumber series - answer sheet

Note earliest and latest dates of usage.

i ,:- 0 RETORTS

501 no dots 1

301 - 3

501 duplex 3

601 - 5

201 - 8

101 - 9

501 with dots 11

302 - 12

303 - 12

Space was left on the

answer sheet for members

to add improved dates.

Apr 22

K1totion

I:'ar 30

Campbell

Jan 15

Parris

Liar 29

Kitchen

Jun 4

MADM11

Jul 1
V. ilsdon

Oct 28

Campbell

Note correction for IMO 301 re Franch

and Role and thanks go to 2 readers for

noticing. An enlarged illustration of

LiPO 501 (no dots) is shown. Should

members squire additional copies a few

points are highlighted to enable
differentiation between the two 501

hammers . The date of course is one factor, diameters are ident-

ical . The P of POST in the no dot varlet:' is very slightly beck-

wards leaning . The L of I.IILIT,IRY is horizontal as is the second

F of OFFICE. Finally the 5 of 501 stands vertically where other

Valcartier 5s tend to be backwards leaning.

According to the Postmaster General ' s Report on revenue from Post
°fices up to TTarch 31, 1941 I:;P0s 501, 101 and 303 each reported
1 excess of ; 10,000 revenue and their rank in the REPORTS list

is evident . Keep up the search and report your good fortunes.

Tuch.

'train
Sch'1

Valcartier



CANADIAN ARMED FORCES AIR LETTERS - 1942/45

(conclusion)

For Christmas 1944, Canadian Forces overseas and British personnel stationed
in Canada were ranted "FREE" mail prjYilegee with a Yariety of O verprints,
cartoons or simply the word "Free " depending on the theatre of operations.

These Christmas forms are well known to collectors because they have been

frequently mentioned in philatelic publications over the years , consequently
a few illustrations will substitute for further comment (Fig. 12 - 2 sheets)

Not 60 well known perhaps but werthy of mention here are the British Christmas
Greeting Air Letter Cards for 1942 and 1943 used by Canadians stationed in the
theatres where these forms were made available.
1942 Christmas air letters are known used by Canadians from Ceylon and Egypt,
while the red overprints "Postage Free " gr "T'ee " Gn British air letters for
1943 are seen from Ceylon , Italy and North Africa.

As the war came to a close , and as Canadians from all over Europe , the Middle
and Far East , began moving back to England and then home , there remained one
more variety of the air letter to make its appearance.
For Christmas of 1945, #1 P&S Detachment at the request of the various Auxiliary
Services in England , printed a Christmas motif together with the word "Greetings"
on the message side of the March 1944 issue (Fig. 13). All copies seen used are
dated December 1945 from England except one copy used from Austria.

Various Regiments on the Continent also had Christmas Greetings of one type or
another printed on the message side of the March 1944 issue . Understandably
the numbers printed in each case must have been small indeed and those that
have survived are very scarce.

Looking back over the 334 years the air letter was in use , one is struck by how
few examples can be found used by Canadians serving in the Merchant Navy or by
the Forces stationed in Bermuda, Jamaica and British Guiana, or those in the
Middle East, India and South East Asia. Canadians stationed in these areas must
have used hundreds of air letters, but very few have survived (Fig. 14).

Finally, last dates of use are always of interest to collectors . In my collection
the latest date of use by a Canadian is 6 February 1946 from England , while the
latest date of use of a Canadian Armed Forces Air Letter is 8 November 1948 from
a soldier in the British Army of Occupation.

The list of ARMED FORCES AIR LETTERS mentioned in the opening paragraph is now
available from the editor . The checklist contains all the varieties known to the
writer and it is reasonable to assume that many more varieties exist in the hands
of collectors . Should there be sufficient interest , the editor has agreed to
provide space in the Newsletter for the exchange of information . In this connect-
ion may we suggest that photostats be used in order to avoid confusion among the
readers.



CANADIAN ARMED FORCES AIR LETTERS a 1942/45
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3 address lines.

Used from Belguim

ARMED FORCES AIR LETT

P'I : CHRISTMAS IS I
T!iis letter must be posted in
Awned Forces Postal channels.

If posted in a Civil Post Offieo
or pillar box, it will not be
given Air transmission.

1944
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If posted in a Civil Post Office
or pillar box, it will not be
given air transmission.
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4 address lines
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Used from England

LETTE R CHRISTMAS ISSUE

AI 1AIL

If anything is enclosed in this
letter it will be sent by ordinary

snail.

1944
Postage
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- -St. La ce-Dr .
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CANADIAN ARMED FORCES AIR LETTERS - 1942/45
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CANADIAN ARMED FORCES AIR LETTERS - 1942/45

R.C.A.F.

South East Asia

ARMED FORCES
AIR LETTER

AIR MAIL

It anything is enclosed in
this letter it will be sent

by ordinary mail,

-16-

fill + ^j ;

4

-v

ARMED FORCES

AIR LETTER

.Bermuda 1944

AMW

is enclosed in thithinIf an gy
letter it will be sent by ordinar, '

^`` •' . n!^a ^.^°mail. 3 `f

S/S Cataraqui Park

at Sydney, N.S.

20 July 1944

TO:r ^.S 1^.,....J..^_i•^l.^l.}. n - ry^...._._.^

ARMED FORCES

AIR LETTER

AIR M AI L
If anything is crclcsed in this
letter it will be vent by ordinary

mail.

1



From Thurlow Fraser comes confirmation of a new AFAL (see Fig . 1) and a most

unusual variety of #7B2 ( see Fig. 2).

The now AFAL (Fig. 1) will be given number 4B2, Watermark "A" and in the Remarks
column please enter - Form Code now dated (12/42)
' - Title centered over AIR MAIL box.

It should be mentioned here that number 4B1 is being reserved pending the report-
ing of an example dated (11/42) which now appear a distinct possibility.

The variety of #7B2 is best described by illustrating Thurlow's example alongside

a normal form (Fig. 2). It will be noted that the variety does not contain the
following -

(1) Triangle in LL corner of front panel.
(2) Registration instructions and "Honour" certificate on back.
(3) "A" after CFQ11 in Form Code.

For the moment it is not possible to assign a number to this variety due to the
fact that it appears to be one of a kind, or an error if you prefer. However, the
date of use is 17 January 1946 and although it is improbable that #1 P&S Detachment
would have printed AFAL's after the war in Europe ended, it is possible that during
a final printing of the "Honour" forms all reference to the "Honour" portion of the
form was removed from the printing plates.

To support this theory it will require more examples to make their appearance which
would indicate that a printing run of this variety actually took place.

«f_^y^!eleXM:"!:..,:!S^^!"•rO.+B^..^°sfi ..sri::iY..r^Si^tla^t3

Figure 1
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